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A. each columns consists of one or more records
B. columns are store the individual pieces of info are stores for each record
C. columns must be designated a specific data type
D. columns are also known as records

Answer: B

QUESTION: 177
Which of following delete sample database?

A. db2 drop sample
B. db2 delete database sample
C. db2 drop sample DB
D. db2 drop database sample

Answer: D

QUESTION: 178
Which of the following is not part of the x query flow expression?

A. for clause
B. let clause
C. order by clause
D. with clause

Answer: D

QUESTION: 179
Which is true about RDBMS?

A. a column can store value of different data type
B. a table consists of column and rows
C. rows in the same table can have a different set columns
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D. rows are also known as fields of the table

Answer: B

QUESTION: 180
Which is true about dynamic SQL

A. it is precompiled about binded in dynamic DB
B. the structure of an SQL statement must be completely specified at precompile time
C. it is compiled and executed by an application at run time
D. dynamic SQL does not exist

Answer: B

QUESTION: 181
Which is an xml –based language for transforming xml document?

A. XHTML
B. XLST
C. HTML
D. JAVA

Answer: B

QUESTION: 182
What are the entities used to model data in relational model?

A. a collection of instances of entities
B. relation attributes and types
C. a collection on of instance of record type
D. table row and rows

Answer: B
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QUESTION: 183
True about well-formed xml document

A. has or more nodes
B. tags can have at most attributed
C. always has a single document node
D. end tags are optional

Answer: B

QUESTION: 184
SQL used to remove data from table users

A. remove table users
B. drop table users
C. delete table users
D. alter table users

Answer: B

QUESTION: 185
Fact that a committed transaction guarantee that all the operations are completed and in a roll
backed transaction effected of all operations are reverted

A. consistency
B. atomicity
C. isolation
D. durability

Answer: B

QUESTION: 186
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Statement that can add records to table

A. addrec
B. addrecord
C. insert
D. add

Answer: C

QUESTION: 187
Importing a large amount of data in db2 db. Considering you must have logged intl. about the
row imported and that want to perform the load as fast as possible which of the tools would be
best choice for the join

A. db2 insert
B. db2 import
C. db2 load
D. db2 clcp

Answer: C

QUESTION: 188
Which of the following is a character of high availability?

A. it allows compression of data
B. it allows definition of policy to guarantee quality of service to applications
C. it allows replication of data to a standby server that can take over in case of failure
D. it allows high performance of a db2 server by distributing work load across several
machines

Answer: C
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